HUMANITARIAN REASSIGNMENTS

PERS-40HH

Being a Sailor comes with large responsibility to the Navy and to the Navy family. Sometimes difficult situations arise that are not normal or cause undue hardship on a Sailor or the immediate family of a Sailor. For these instances, Humanitarian Reassignments (HUMS) can provide a Sailor time and relocation for short-term hardship situations and give Sailors the opportunity to alleviate that hardship. HUMS reassignments should be utilized in extremely unordinary circumstances and when no other solution seems viable. For more information regarding the requirements for HUMS, please visit MILPERSMAN 1300-500. This article is currently being updated to reflect that all approved HUMS will be funded PCS transfers to the location requested.

CONTACT INFO:

PERS-40HH is the responsible office for HUMS/Early Returns. HUMS requests can be sent by email to MILL_Pers-40HUMS@navy.mil. Add the address as a contact prior to emailing to ensure that the email will not be returned as an Error. Emailing the request is the preferred method of delivery however if the Command prefers to mail the package please ensure it is sent via FEDEX to ensure receipt.

NAVY PERSONNEL COMMAND
Attn: PERS-40HH
5720 Integrity Drive
Millington TN 38055

Commercial phone: (901) 874-3542
DSN: 882-3542
Commercial FAX: (901) 874-2647 or DSN FAX: 882-2647
Email: MILL_Pers-40HUMS@navy.mil